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Story Behind The Cover
This year the cover of our town report to the citizens of Colebrook features the past and present.
For the citizens of Colebrook an important part of their lives includes their heritage. The picture
representing the past shows the town snow roller in actual use with drivers Elmer Gould and Lyman
Forbes. The present photo is as the snow roUer looks today after the members of the Mohawk
Grange #217 restored it. Members who went above and beyond the restoration process were: Glen
Perry St., Bradford Brooks, Graydon Lyons, Wayne Brown, and Robert & Yvonne Burrill.
Robert Burrill and Glen Perry Sr. were responsible for getting the snow roller up over the bank on
Diamond Pond Road where it was located. Then the repairs began. The hemlock for the roller
came from the mill belonging to Linda Silver's father in Loudon, New Hampshire and Ethan Allen
donated the hardwood for the seat. Scott Nash helped mamerous times to move it from one
location to another.
At the 2002 town meeting, funds were raised to build a structure to house the roller and protect it
somewhat from the elements. In the summer of 2003, Paul Martel was contracted to construct the
shelter in the Fletcher Memorial Park across from the town hall. We are extremely proud of the
sturdy and attractive building which now pro\ides covering for the restored roller. We feel it is an
attractive addition to the park.
We want to express our grateful and sincere thanks to the Mohawk Grange for undertaking this
tremendous project and allowing the town to place it in the park. Our thanks are extended to Alicia
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From November T' through April V\ No Parking allowed on any
street between midnight and 6:00 AM.
Residential and temporary permits are free. Second permits are
12.50. Both are available at the Town Office.
Sent quarterly, for billing information call 237-4070.
Town Clerk's Office. You must bring ID.
Dogs four months or older must be licensed by April 30 . Contact
the Town Clerk at 237-5200.
The second & fourth Monday as posted. The meetings are held in
the conference room at the Town Hall.
The first Tuesday of every month at 7:00 PM in the Town Hall
courtroom unless otherwise posted.













8 AM- 4 PM
9 AM- 3 PM
8 AM- 4 PM
9 AM- Noon & 1 PM- 5PM
9 AM- Noon & 1 PM- 3 PM
1 PM- 3 PM










The Day After Thanksgiving
The Colebrook Team
















Affirmative Action Taken At Prior Town Meetings
1994 Town Meeting Article #30
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property pursuant to
RSA 31:95-e. Until rescinded.
1994 Town Meeting Article #31
Authorize the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's deed, pursuant to RSA 80:80. Until rescinded.
1994 Town Meeting Article #33
Accept the provision of RSA 33:7 until specific rescission of such authority, the
Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes.
1995 Town Meeting Article #5
Library to retain all money it receives from its income-generating equipment to be
used for general repairs, etc. Until rescinded. (RSA 202.A:11, 11-b)
1995 Town Meeting Article #25
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the
State, Federal or other Governmental umt or a private source, until rescinded.
1995 Town Meeting Article #26
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, gifts, legacies, and devises, until
rescinded.
1997 Town Meeting Article #16
Adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A: 4-d, authorizing Library Trustees to accept gifts
of personal property, other than money.
1997 Town Meeting Article #19
Maintain and plow, Munn Road.
1998 Town Meeting Article #26
AOow Tax Collector to accept the pre-payment of taxes pursuant to RSA 80:1 -a.
1999 Town Meeting Article #11
Adopt the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict year-end surpluses of revenue from
the Colebrook Dispatch Center to expendimres for the purpose of Dispatch Center.
Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to
be known as the Colebrook Dispatch Center Reserve Fund, separate from the
General Fund. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the General
Fund accumulated surplus and shaO be expended only after a vote by the legislative
body for a specific purpose of the fund of source of the revenue.
1999 Town Meeting Article #14
Authorize separation of the Special Equipment Capital Reserve Fund: police cruiser
and highway equipment.
Affirmative Actions-Cont.
1999 Town Meeting Article #27
Discontinue and release from public servitude the section of road previously the Old
Route 3 from Piper Hill Road, South to the present Route 3.
2000 Town Meeting Article #7
Establish Colebrook Village Cemetery Fence Expendable Trust Fund.
2000 Town Meeting Article #20
Establish a Main Street (Route 3) Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund.
2000 Town Meeting Article #33
Delegate to the Board of Selectmen the authority to accept dedicated streets, until
rescinded by a future vote of the Town Meeting. (RSA 674:40-a).
2000 Town Meeting Article #34
Accept the road known as Missing Link Way, as shown on Plan 99-78, as a class VI
Town Road that, the Town has no obligation to maintain.
2000 Town Meeting Article #36
Prohibit the sale of MTBE (methyl tertiary butyl ether) in the Town of Colebrook.
2001 Town Meeting Article #3
Change the term of the Town Clerk to three (3) years.
2001 Town Meeting Article #4
Change the term of the Town Treasurer to three (3) years.
2001 Town Meeting Article #39
To exchange the 50' wide right-of-way at the South end of Bouchard's Apparel
building (Tax Map U-12 Lot 7) for a right-of-way through a reinforced concrete pipe
conduit to be installed, built and located to Town specifications by and at the
expense of the owners of the Bouchard property. The exchange will also include a
25' right-of-way granted to the Town by the owners of the property from the East or
Route 3 end of the conduit around the South end of any proposed building to access
the West end of the Conduit.
2001 Town Meeting Article #41
Accept Bill Bromage Drive, so-called, as a Class V highway.
2002 Town Meeting Article #6
Establish a Colebrook Property Reassessment Expendable Trust Fund.
2002 Town Meeting Article #43
Discontinue portions of Couture Street, and to convey such tide as the Town may
have in those triangular portions to the abutting landowners.
Affirmative Actions-Cont.
2002 Town Meeting Article #44
Authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept two (2) triangular shaped land parcels of
Couture Street conveyed from North Country Realty Trust and Norman and Amy
Brooks.
2002 Town Meeting Article #45
Charge a fee for items and/or material disposed of at the Town of Colebrook
Transfer Station by any person, company or organization generating such waste as a
result of a business or professional activity.
2002 Town Meeting Article #47
Prohibit Smoking in Restaurants. (By petition) (Later repealed by Superior Court).
2002 Town Meeting Article #48
Authorize the Selectmen as agents to withdraw funds from the Sanitary Landfill
Closure Fund. Until rescinded.
2003 Town Meeting Article #4
Adopt provisions of Senate Bill 76 authori2ing new construction property tax
exemption.
2003 Town Meeting Article #39
List the Selectmen as agents for the Bridge Fund, Highway and Police Cruiser
Equipment Purchasing fund. Until rescinded.
2003 Town Meeting Article #41
Authorize the Selectmen to convey ownership of the Industrial Building to the
Colebrook Development Corporation.
2003 Town Meeting Article #42
Authorize the Selectmen to accept conveyance of lot #4A (Sewer pump house).
2003 Town Meeting Article #44
Authorize the Selectmen to deed Nugent Spring Street Property to Colebrook
Downtown Development Association.
2003 Town Meeting Article #45
Authorize the Cemetery Trustees to apply for, accept and expend without further
action by Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other Governmental unit
or a private source which, becomes available during the year, in accordance with
RSA 31:95-b, until rescinded.
Official Town Meeting Minutes
Match 11, 2003
Colebrook, New Hampshire
Moderator Jon Fri2zell declared the Annual Town Meeting opened at 7 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag was
recited, followed by an opening prayer by Father BeUefeuille.
Article 1 To bring in your ballots for the selection of Town Officers to be elected by ballot for the Town of




Sally Wentzell made a motion to act upon all of the following articles contained in this warrant; Larry
Rappaport seconded and all present agreed.
Granvyl Hulse made a motion to instruct the Selectmen to appoint all other Town Officers as
required by law. Denise Coggin seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
To vote by ballot on the following question:
To see if the Town wiU vote to adopt the provisions of Senate Bill 76 (Chapter 84) authorizing a
new construction property tax exemption for public accommodation and industrial construction
for the purpose of fostering the economically depressed municipalities to encourage new
construction, rehabilitation, and improvement of property for public accommodation and industrial
use through the adoption of tax exemptions subject to all other provisions of said law. This
exemption applies to the municipal tax and local school tax only for 100% of the new assessed value
for no more than five years upon approved application by a qualified public accommodator. Yes:
180 No: 102
Article 5 To vote by ballot on the following question:
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendment to the existing Town of Colebrook
Zoning ordinances, as proposed by the Planning Board? (The proposed amendment will increase the
process time for applications of certificates of occupancy from five business days to ten business
days.)
Article IV.6C.iv. Certificate of Occupancy:
iv. Timely process. All applications for Certiflcates of Occupancy, once accepted
and marked as complete by the Town's designated employees shall be processed
within ten business days or the application shall be considered as automatically
approved. Yes: 241 No: 76
Article 6 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Pryor, to raise and appropriate the sum of
$333,817.00 for General Government.
1) Executive
2) Election, Registration and Vital Statistics
3) Financial Admin. /Tax Collection/Treasurer
4) Planning & Zoning
5) Legal and Data Processing
6) General Government Buildings
7) Interest on long-term notes













Sally Wentzell explained it was necessary to include monies for tax anticipation note interest;
therefore she moved to amend the article to raise and appropriate the sum of $340,817. Larry Pryor
seconded the motion. Other items increased this year-included selectmen's salary; workmen's
compensation due to three claims the past year; the necessity to update the two tax maps to meet
requirements for recertification; and the addition of one more person in the town manager's office.
The motion to amend the article passed with a voice vote. The motion as amended, to raise and
appropriate $340,817 for General Government, passed with a voice vote.
Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 for the purpose of conducting die Annual Assessing Update. The motion passed with
a voice vote.
Article 8 Larry Pryor made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,925.00 for the following
Agencies.
1) North Country Council
2) Animal Control




Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 9 Sally Wentzell made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 59,406.00 for the operation and
maintenance of the Colebrook Cemeteries, the sum of $39,406.00 to be raised through taxation
and $20,000.00 to be raised from burials, cemetery trust funds and other Colebrook Cemetery
revenues. Sally stated that the Trustees would like to begin work on reclamation of the old stones,
relocate where refuse is currendy dumped and begin filling in and leveling the back section so it can
be used for burials. Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 10 Sally Wentzell made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the Colebrook
village Cemetery Fence Expendable Trust Fund. Larry Pryor seconded the motion and it passed
with a voice vote.
Article 11
Article 12
Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Larry Pryor, to raise and appropriate the sum of $
275,722.00 for the Police Department. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Larry Rappaport made a motion to raise and appropriate the amount of $ 17,075.00 for Public
Safety purposes.
1) Outside Fires








Sally Wentzell seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally Wentzell, to raise and appropriate the sum of $










Mr. Rappaport explained that the expense for the backhoe needed to be divided equaUy between
highway, water and sewer; therefore, he made a motion to amend the article to raise and appropnate
the sum of 1503,251.33 for the expense and maintenance of the Highway and Streets. The amount
raised for street lighting and snow plowing would remain the same; however, the amount for
highways would be amended to $334,461.33. Sally Wentzell seconded the motion. He further
explained that it was planned to gravel all roads within the township this year, which would mean
hiring an extra truck to help haul the gravel.
The motion to amend the article passed with a voice vote. The article as amended, to raise and
appropriate the sum of 1503,251.33 for the expense and mamtenance of Highways and Streets
passed with a voice vote.
Article 14 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally WentzeU, to authorize the selectmen to enter
into a long-term lease /purchase agreement for a period of five years in the amount of |199,000.00
for a new Highway Grader and to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $74,800.00,
the sum of $24,800.00 to be raised through taxation and $50,000.00 to be withdrawn from the
Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. Will trade in the old grader at a value of ($25,000.00).
Due to the fact that this was a capital lease article for over $100,000, a ballot vote was necessary.
This article would need to receive a 2/3-majority vote. Moderator Jon Frizzell declared the polls
open at 8:03 and they remained open for one hour. After the residents present voted, Mr. Frizzell
asked to continue with the remaining warrant articles while the polls remained open. Everyone
agreed. The article was defeated with the following ballot results: Yes: 52 No: 63
Article 15 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally Wentzell, to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9,615.00 for the third year of a Gve-year lease agreement entered into in the year of 2000 for a
Backhoe for the Public Works Department. The sum of $5,415.00 wOl come from the Highway
Department to be raised through taxation. The sum of $3,200.00 will come from the Colebrook
Water Works Department and the remainder of $1,000.00 will come from the Colebrook Sewer
Department.
Mr. Rappaport explained that the expense for the backhoe needed to be divided equally between
highways, water and sewer; therefore, he made a motion to amend the aUocations as follows: the
sum of $3,205.33 to come from the Highway Department; $3,205.33 from the Colebrook Water
Works Department and $3,205.33 from the Colebrook Sewer Department. The motion to amend
the article passed with a voice vote. The article as amended passed with a voice vote.
Article 16 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally Wentzell, to raise and appropriate the sum of $
181,923.00 for the maintenance and expenses of the Transfer Station for the ensuing year. The
motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 17 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Pryor, to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for the Landfill Closure Plan. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 18 Sally Wentzell made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $28,400.00 for Monitoring Wells
at the landfill. Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 19 Larry Rappaport made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 to hold a Hazardous
Waste Day. Sally Wentzell seconded and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 20 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Pryor, to raise and appropriate the sum of $
7,939.00 for the Recycling Program. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 21 Sally Wentzell made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 7,750.00 for General
Assistance for the ensuing year. Larry Pryor seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 22 Sally Wentzell made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 59,838.00 for the Colebrook
Recreation Department. Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
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Article 23 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500.00 for Parks and Patriotic Purposes. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 24 Larry Rappaport made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,000.00 to be added to the
existing Equipment Purchasing Capital Reserve Fund with the sum of $25,000.00 to be used for
the purchase of highway equipment and the sum of 110,000.00 for the purchase of a new police
cruiser. Larry Pryor seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 25 Sally WentzeU made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to discontinue the Corliss Lane
Sidewalk Ex]>endable Trust Fund, created in 2000, Article #21, as the Hospital Road Sidewalk
Expendable Trust Fund and renamed in 2002, Article #22. Mrs. Wentzell explained that the money
currentiy in the fund would be moved into the Main Street Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund.
The morion passed with a voice vote.
Article 26 Sally Wentzell made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $54,240.00 for the Main Street
(Route 3) Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund. Larry Pryor seconded the motion and it
passed with a voice vote.
Article 27 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally Wentzell, to raise and appropriate the sum of $







Mr. Rappaport explained that the expense for the backhoe needed to be divided equally between
highways, water and sewer; therefore, he made a motion to amend the article to raise and appropriate





Sally Wentzell seconded and the motion to amend passed with a voice vote. The article as amended,
to raise and appropriate $306,183.37 for the Colebrook Water Works and the Colebrook Sewer
Facilities, also passed with a voice vote.
Article 28 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally WentzeU, to raise and appropriate the sum of $
84,900.00 for the support of the Colebrook Public Library, $73,245.00 of which to be raised
through taxation and $11,655.00 of which to come from other sources such as Library balance on
hand January 1, 2003, book sales, donations, trust funds, non-resident fees, other communities, over
due fines, book resale's, copying fees etc., such funds to be expended under the direction of the
Board of Library Trustees. Rosalie Smith, Library Trustee, explained she needed to amend the
article to $93,459.00. This amendment was necessary to reflect the money received from the Gates
Foundation. The motion to amend the article passed with a voice vote.
The article as amended, to raise and appropriate $93,459.00 for the support of the Colebrook Public
Library, $73,245.00 of which to be raised through taxation and $20,214.00 of which to come from
other sources such as Library balance on hand January 1, 2003, book sales, donations, trust funds,
non-resident fees, other communities, over due fines, book resale's, copying fees etc., such funds to
be expended under the direction of the Board of Library Trustees passed with a voice vote.
Article 29 Larry Pryor made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 139,264.51 for the Colebrook
Dispatch Center, of which $ 85,977.20 will be raised through taxation and the remainder to be
offset by revenues raised from the participating towns. Sally Wentzell seconded the motion and it
passed with a voice vote.
Article 30 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,889.00 for the support of the Upper Connecticut Valley Hospital Ambulance Fund which
only purchases ambulance services and equipment, including ambulances, for the town that support
the fund. (By petition) The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 31 Larry Pryor made a motion to raise the sum of $1,000.00 as a contribution for the support and
services of the Vershire Center. (By petition) Larry Rappaport seconded and the motion passed
with a voice vote.
Article 32 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Thousand One Hundred Fifty Dollars (2150.00) for the support of the Tri-County
Community Action Program. (By petition) The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 33 Irene Bean made a motion to support the request being made by Tri-County CAP, Inc. North
Country Elderly Programs for the Colebrook town funding in the amount of $3,000.00 to be raised
and allocated to the North Country Senior Wheels Program. Sally Wentzell seconded the motion
and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 34 Larry Rappaport made a motion to support the request being made by Tri-County CAP, Inc. North
Country Elderly Programs for Colebrook Town funding in the amount of $3,775.00 to be raised and
allocated to the Senior Meals Programs. (By petition) Sally Wentzell seconded the motion and it
passed with a voice vote.
Article 35 Larry Rappaport made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 to be used to
continue to partially support the local Main Street Village Program. The Colebrook Downtown
Development Association Main Street Village Program Board of Directors and Main Street Director
will expend the funds.
Having come before the Town last year for the second year of funding and been approved, this is
the third year (of a total of three year commitment initially explained to the voters when seeking
funding to secure a Main Street Community designation). A vote to appropriate the funds will enable
us to continue to meet our commitment made to the Main Street Program when we sought
designation as a Main Street Community. (By petition) The motion was seconded by Sally Wentzell
and passed with a voice vote.
Article 36 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Larry Pryor, to raise the sum of $2,400.00 as a
contribution for the support and services of the Upper Connecticut Valley Mental Health &
Developmental Services. (By petition) The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 37 Larry Pryor made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,600.00 for the Upper
Connecticut Valley Hospital to help defray the costs of providing Emergency Services. (By
petition) Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 38 Larry Pryor made a motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,500.00 for the Uppet
Connecticut Valley Home Health Services. (By petition) Larry Rappaport seconded the motion
and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 39 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to list the Selectmen as agents of the
following trust funds: Bridge Fund, Highway and Police Cruiser Equipment Purchasing Fund.
Sally WentzeU explained that unless the words until rescinded were added to the article, it would
need to come back before the voters each year; therefore, she made a motion to amend the article by
adding the words "until rescinded" to the very end. Larry Rappaport seconded the amendment.
' The motion to amend the article passed with a voice vote. The amended article to list the
Selectmen, as agents of the following trust funds: Bridge Fund, Highway and Police Cruiser
Equipment Purchasing Fund, until rescinded, passed with a voice vote.
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Article 40 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally Wentzell, to authorize the Selectmen to begin
negotiations towards the purchase of the tailroad bed within the geographical confines of the
Town of Colebrook, NH. Mr. Rappaport explained that this might be a mute article as the current
offer to purchase the railroad by a private person has been taken off the table; however, approval of
this article would give the Selectmen the authori2ation to act as the town's representatives to begin
discussion. After much discussion, the motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 41 Larry Rappaport made a motion, seconded by Sally Wentzell, to authorize the Selectmen to convey
ownership of the new industrial building located on Colebrook Development Corporation's
property (Tax Map U-7, Lot 20, subdivision lot #5) to the Colebrook Development Corporation.
(This building was buUt with EDA grant money.) The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 42 Larry Rappaport made a motion to authorize the Selectmen to accept conveyance of lot #4A as
shown on a plan entided subdivision for Utility Installation for Town of Colebrook (sewer pump
house), part of Colebrook Industrial Park, Colebrook Development Corporation, Owner. Lot 4A is
50' X 75' and is adjacent to the 50' right of way known as BUI Bromage Drive. Sally Wentzell
seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 43 Sally Wentzell made a motion to authorize the Selectmen to sell the Old Town Garage (located at
die rear of CN Brown buildings) by sealed bid process. Larry Pryor seconded the motion and it
passed with a voice vote.
Article 44 Larry Pryor made a morion, seconded by Larry Rappaport, to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
deed the Nugent Spring Street Property (Tax Map U-13 Lot 66) for $1.00 to the Colebrook
Downtown Development Association.
(Intent: CDDA would apply for grants as a non-profit organization to refurbish the building and
when sold repay the Town of Colebrook for property taxes due. If at the end of a five-year period
no grants have been received or no progress made, the property will be sold back to the Town for
11.00.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.) In answer to many voters concern. Rick
Tillotson explained that the building cannot be kept by the non-profit organization and has to go
back on the tax roles as part of the grant. After more discussion, the motion passed with a voice
vote.
Article 45 Sally Wentzell made a motion, seconded by Larry Pryor, to authorize the Colebrook Cemetery
Trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by Town meeting, money from
the State, Federal or other Governmental unit or a private source which, becomes available during
the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b, until rescinded. The motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 46 Sally Wentzell made a motion for the voters of Colebrook to vigorously oppose any reduction from
the present level of state adequate education funding, any shirking of the State's responsibility for
providing and funding public adequate education, and any other measures that disregard the
Supreme Court's interpretation of the constitution in the Claremont court decisions. Larry Pryor
seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 47 Sally Wentzell made a morion for the Town of Colebrook to will work closely through its Board of
Selectmen and with other North Country communities to communicate our common interests in
actively participating in the revision of the White Mountain National Forest Plan, focusing on
continued management for the multiple uses of timber, recreation, wilderness, and clean water.
Larry Rappaport seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
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Article 48 Larry Rappaport made a motion that we, the citizens of Colebrook, New Hampshire, call on our
elected officials from all levels of government, and those seeking office, to work with consumers,
businesses, and health care providers to ensure that:
Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un-and underinsured, and small
business owners have access to an affordable basic health plan similar to what federal
employees receive
Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and federal government
makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance the health care system;
Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective; and
That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
(By Petition)
Larry Pryor seconded the motion and it passed with a voice vote.
Article 49 Granyvl Hulse made a motion to accept, ratify and confirm the reports of the Agents, Selectmen,
Auditors and all other Town Officers. Ronald Hughes seconded the motion and it passed with a
voice vote.
Article 50 To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting:
Sally Wentzell welcomed all the new officers and thanked all the following people for the time they
served: Bruce Lyons and Eugene Jannenga on the Planning Board; Mary Jannenga as a Supervisor
of the Checklist; and Richard Hicks as a Cemetery Trustee. Outgoing Selectman Larry Pryor was
given a round of applause.





2004 Town Manager's Report
We are fortunate that Colebrook is a close-knit community with so many dedicated
volunteers that want to help their town continue to grow. Greater results are being seen
because these different organizations and committees are working together. If any
Colebrook residents have time on their hands and would Hke to donate a few hours a week,
please call the town office for a list of different organizations looking for volunteers. The
Main Street Program is very active and Main Street is looking great!
Senator Judd Greg obtained $500,000.00 from the federal government for water
infrastructure, which will certainly be an excellent start to tying new water wells to existing
water mains or upgrading the current undersized 100-year-old water mains.
The town hired a hydro geologist to conduct studies to locate possible new water well sites
as the current wells could become contaminated at any time. Four sites were identified but
only one property owner was willing to sell the land. The town will be drilling two test wells,
to determine if there is sufficient and required water quality for a municipal water supply.
The town currently has an option on the land in the amount of $160,000.00 with $60,000 to
come from the Water Department, $20,000.00 from the taxpayers and $80,000.00 from the
Fifteen Mile Mitigation Grant. The grant requires an easement on the property to retain it in
its natural state and to ensure that the road frontage land not be developed commercially to
protect the wells in perpetuity. Different proposals listed to obtain the grant were:
Protecting land surrounding well sites from being developed as commercial land, outdoor
science classes, nature trails and a river walk, boat launch and picnic area for observation of
the river, mountains, wildlife, birds and flowers. The dream of eventually tying this land in
with the down town area with a river walk along the edge of the Mohawk River from the
municipal parking lot to the railroad bed. The walking, hiking and biking trails along the
railroad bed up to the Interpretive Center at the Rest Area, with a trail branching off to the
Community Pool was also a portion of this grant. These trails could be utilized for cross
country skiing and snow shoeing during the winter months. A snowmobile trail already
travels through this property. If the town does not find sufficient quantity and quality of
water the option will expire and the grant will be declined.
The Colebrook Board of Selectmen, North Country Senators and Legislatures and myself
have worked very closely with DES officials to find a cost effective way to cap and close the
landfill. If the town were allowed to bring in household rubbish to dome the landfill before
capping it, they would save between two and three million dollars. DES officials recentiy
requested the town's engineering firm to conduct extensive studies of different issues the
state is concerned about. After all reports have been submitted and studied by State
officials, they will determine whether to allow the proposed closure and what measures
Colebrook and their engineers have to take during the closure process. If the town receives
permission to start the closure process, the Town will hire their own inspector to monitor all
loads of rubbish to ensure that Colebrook does not take any un-permitted material that
could harm the closure process. If all goes well with the studies, the closure could start
during the 2004 summer period.
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Due to the resignation of Colebrook's Recreation Director, all the town's recreational
activities were in danger of being shut down until a new director was hired. Nancy and
Duane Call called immediately, offering to manage the basketball season, and several other
parents called offering their services also. No one wanted the children to miss out on their
programs. Every one did a tremendous job! Parents and students that assisted Nancy and
Duane were Eldonna and CUnt Brooks, Roger and Chantal Griffin, Danny Smith, Lisa
Bouchard, Craig Bedard, Mike Ouellet, Richard Siewierski and the Junior High and High
School boys and girls basketball players. Other people calling to take over programs were
MaryAnn Neary (kids gym) and Jennifer Lyons, with assistant Melanie Mathieu, (arts and
crafts.) Heidi Lawton assisted Linda \Vhite with the HOAP Program and all other
recreational program volunteers in any direction that was needed. I want to take this
opportunity to thank everyone that assisted with the programs and everyone's patience with
any problems. If I missed thanking anyone, please accept my apologies and know that it was
unintentional.
The Town of Colebrook now has a recreation committee that assisted in hiring the new
recreation director. They are Eldonna and CHnt Brooks, Wayne FrizzeU, Raymond Gorman,
Darren McCarthy, |ean Maxwell, Lori Morann, Mike Ouellet, Christine Phillips, Angie
Putnam and Joan Walsh. They will assist the director and give guidance for future programs.
If anyone has suggestions for new programs or events, please contact Melissa at 237-5086,
Heidi at 237-4070 or the recreation board members.
Chief Farrell tendered his resignation, effective March 26, 2004; therefore the town is
currendy advertising for a new chief If a new chief is not hired by March 26*, Sergeant
Steve Cass wiU run the department under the direction of the selectmen and myself
The planning board and other volunteers are working to update the Master Plan. If anyone
is interested in the direction Colebrook will take in the future, please join these meetings.
The committee will be sending out surveys asking what you would Uke to see. Please fill
these out and return them, as every resident's thoughts are important. For your
convenience, there will be a drop-box in the front entrance of the town halL, which is open
twenty-four hours a day, as well as other places around town.





The year 2003 has been very eventful. Though we lost Officer Potter shortly after he
exited the police academy, we were fortunate to hire Officer Timothy Stevens through a
Federal Community Oriented COPS Grant. Officer David Radun was hired in August of
2003. Obtaining these officers allowed the department to provide twenty-four hour service
to your community. This full time service has been very productive in enhancing the Town's
security needs.
Officer David Radun is currently completing his training at the New Hampshire
PoHce Standards & Training Academy and will be graduating March 26*, 2004. This will
increase the department to a Chief and four full-time officers.
Grants obtained in 2003 were the COPS Grant (providing a full-time officer), and
the Homeland Security II Grant (new portable digital radio). The Colebrook Police Athletic
League received a Federal PAL Grant of |19,000.00, which continues to finance the hockey
teams and several after school activities for ovir youth.
Though we did not receive a Coos County grant this year, there were still ample
funds to keep our youth programs going, thanks to Officer Jules Kennett. For the past
several years, it has been Officer Kennett who has coordinated numerous athletic activities,
coaching & grant writings. He has done an exceptional job with the help of many volunteers.
Also, a special thanks to the efforts of Camilla Stewart whose record keeping efforts for the
league have kept us on the right path.
I may be biased, but the men employed within the police department are
professional, intelligent and have a great desire to serve this community and keep it safe.
Even though I may be leaving my position as your Chief of Police, I encourage you to talk
with the officers on a regular basis. They are a great group of men.
We will continue to improve and upgrade the police service in the future and will
continue to provide you with the highest degree of security for you and your families. God
bless you all.
James G. FarreU, Jr.
Chief of Police
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Public Works Report for 2003
First and foremost, I want to thank my crew for a job well done. These people sacrifice
much of their evening and night hours to maintain our roads and infrastructure.
We placed fabric and gravel on 1800 feet of the East Colebrook Road, about one-half mile
east of the end of the pavement at the old schoolhouse. We also put in 1200 feet of
underdrain on Hughes Road with fabric and gravel to alleviate the mud problem. On South
Hill Road at the Beaver Brook culvert, we put in 400 feet of fabric and gravel. These projects
should help with some of the larger mud problems we encounter every spring.
A comprehensive leak detection survey of the entire water system enabled us to repair six
major leaks, saving us a substantial amount of water pumping. We have also replaced two-
thirds of our water meters and hope to finish replacements over the next two years.
Our sewer system is working as designed and has an added capacity of approximately
160,000 gallons per day. This allows for substantial additions to our collection system.
This year, 2004, we will be resurfacing gravel roads with a four to six inch coat of gravel and
do some overlay pavement on the older sections of paved roads. We will also be completing




Office of the Town Clerk
Our way of doing business did not change in 2003, as the new system for motor vehicle
registrations did not materialize. We are now being informed it would occur in July 2004. I
hope this will not require a long learning period for us or a waiting period for you.
You may notice that revenue was generated from boat registrations this year. This is
something new. If you have a boat to renew, it is possible for us to take the municipal fees,
give you a receipt and then you can mail the state fees to Concord for your decals. With the
advent of the new system in July 2004, we might be able to do the complete boat registration
renewal here.
The following is a breakdown of the revenues turned over to the Treasurer during the year
ending 2003:
Motor Vehicle Registrations (3,282) $365,397.00
Boat Registrations 30.76
Dog Licenses (514) 3,224.00





Bad Check CoUection Fees 300.00
Requests for Voter Checklist 170.00
Filing Fees 10.00
TOTAL Turned Over to Treasurer $374,960.76
This total will differ from the Treasurer's Report by the amount of $51.00, due to a
reimbursement of a 2001 registration. Every year, monies collected from dog licenses must
be turned over to the Department of Agriculture for animal population control per RSA
466:4. This year the amount turned over was $954.00. The fuU amount collected for vital
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Colebrook Planning Board Report
The Planning Board had a very busy year in 2003, not only issuing permits, but also
undertaking the task of addressing cluster housing. It was a very time consuming project,
trying to be sensitive to adjacent property owners and the nature of the town, without
stifling development. The board feels a good balance has been reached and hopes the
citizens of Colebrook will support the regulations on this year's ballot.
We have also started another large undertaking for 2004, updating the Town Master Plan.
By state law, it needs to be done, but will also give the governmental agencies of the town a
direction for the future. An updated Master Plan is vital for applying for and receiving
grants. All of the town's government branches have been invited, along with other business
and civic groups. As a citizen, you are invited and encouraged to participate in this project.
It should be understood the Planning Board does not make poKcy decisions for the town.
The citizens of Colebrook decide policy. The Board's main focus is to make sure federal,
state and local laws and ordinances are followed. Please attend a meeting and see how the














Colebrook Regional Dispatch Center
For the year 2003 the Dispatch Center handled 17,473 calls. This compares to 16,234
calls in 2002, an increase in call volume of approximately eight percent.
A system, which digitally records aU electronic communications emanating from or
received by the center, was installed in March. This allows us to access any previous calls
within just a few moments. In addition, this also produces unalterable documentation of
how all phone and radio traffic has been handled. This gives us an unprecedented
opportunity for a quality assurance program.
At the annual core town meeting, it once again was decided to keep the dispatch center
staffed predominately by part-time personnel. This was done to save the area residents
money that would otherwise have to be raised through taxation. In furtherance of this
policy, the creation of a hiring committee has been decided upon. It is felt this will help
alleviate the ongoing staffing shortage we experience in dispatch.
A major accomplishment has been the destruction of approximately thirty years worth of
hand written dispatch logs. Dozens of boxes of dispatch records (some dating back to the
nineteen-seventies) were being stored, unsecured, in the basement of the Town Hall. I
contacted State Police Headquarters in Concord and learned that we are required to keep
these records for five years, after which they must be destroyed. Archived logs are now kept
in a vault in CD format.
I am happy to report that technologically the center has now been brought up to
standard. In the coming year, 1 hope to see a continuation of the increase in the level of
professionaKsm and dedication that the center has seen in the past few years. I am also
looking forward to the full implementation of the E911 system. The mapping aspect will be




Colebrook Public Library Report
This year we moved into the Technology Age with a bang. The library received the Gates Foundation
Grant in the spring. Larry Rappaport and Dan Skousen generously donated their time to install the
wiring (which proved to be a task in itself) for DSL access. The children's room now has a computer
with a wireless connection to the internet The Grant money left over was used to purchase two new
Gateway computers, giving the library a total of four new computers, plus an older model with
internet access. The staff and trustees would like to publicly thank Larry and Dan for all their hard
work.
Vista volunteer, Betty Washburn, stayed for another year and is busy teaching internet and computer
skiUs to patrons. She also teaches Vershire clients a basic computer course twice a week.
In the spring, we applied for a grant from the Tillotson North Country Foundation for the purchase
of a Microfilm reader/printer and rolls of microfilmed newspapers. This would give the community
and genealogists access to newspapers that are no longer available or are too fragile to read. The
foundation agreed to match up to $5,000.00, in funds raised; at diis time we are $1,300.00 short of
our goal. We- have learned that The News & Sentinel has been filmed from 1960-1994, the Northern
Sentinel from 1870-1875, the Colebrook Sentinel from 1914-1934 and the Colebrook Chronicle from
2001 to present at a cost of $38.00 a roll.
The Children's Librarian, Bobie Cummings has added a lap-sit program for toddlers and is busy with
school visits, classes coming to the 'ibrary, and two story hours per week. She also started a chess
night for anyone willing to learn or play the game. Donna CoUins was hired in the fall to help in the
Children's Room.
An open house was held on November 17* to observe the library's 75* birthday. We invited past
librarians, trustees and town officials. Former librarians, Elmerline Vancore and Frances Haynes
were able to attend and reminisced with their former trustees. Frances had put together scrapbooks
with important library events. These scrapbooks are still in the construction stage but Frances has
finished one for the public to see. Ellie Gooch donated a plaque, which hangs behind the desk, with
the names of past and present librarians.
The local quilting group, The Piece Keepers, donated a beautiful quilt to the library as a thank-you
for using our meeting room.
The New Hampshire Library has released last year's interlibrary loan statistics. Colebrook borrowed a
total of 625 materials and we lent 715 to other libraries. Material is also borrowed or lent by e-mail
and telephone requests, so both totals are actually higher. We also have the capacity to load our new
material records into the state system. We added 1,574 records for a total of 18,724.
Programs held through the year were as follows: Wayne from Maine, ended the summer reading
program; Dan Foley entertained at die Moose Festival, Joshua J. Waffles interpreted "The Poetry of
Shel Silverstein during Children's Book Week, and a memoir writing workshop and reading was done
by Clare Robson.
1 would like to thank our volunteers, Sandra and Robert Ferrini and Jan Dumey for processing our
books and Donna Forbes for typing cards. A big thank-you to Ellie Gooch for reading the News &




Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
Certified PublicAccountants
45 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
Independent Auditor's Report
June 11,2003
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Colebrook, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Colebrook,
New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31, 2002, as listed in the table of contents. These
general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Colebrook, New Hampshire's
management Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purposes financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general-purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We
beUeve that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As more fully described in note 1, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the financial statements of the general fixed asset account group, which should be included in order
to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. The amount that
should be recorded in the general fixed asset account group is not known.
As described in note 1, the Town has recognized tax revenues of $397,201.00 in its general fund,
which were not received in cash within sixty days of year-end as required by accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America (GASB interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and we concur,
that the application of the accounting principle, which would result in a decrease of the undesignated general
fund balance from $410,010.00 to $12,809.00, would give a misleading impression of the Town's ability to
meet its current and future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the omission
described in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Colebrook, New Hampshire, as of December 31,
2002 and the results of its operations and cash flows of its non-expendable trust funds for the year then
ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-p'r ;.-ose financial
statements of the Town of Colebrook, New Hampshire taken as a whole. The combining fi. -"ial statements
listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Colebrook, New Hampshire. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit o' the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Respectfiilly submitted,
Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
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THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Colebrook, in the County of Coos, in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Colebrook School Gymnasium in said Town of
Colebrook on Tuesday, March 9, 2004 at 7:00 P.M. in the evening, to act upon the following
subjects:
Article 1 To bring in your ballots for the selection of Town Officers to be elected by ballot
for the Town of Colebrook for the ensuing year.
Article 2 To act upon all of the following articles contained in this warrant.
Article 3 To see if the Town will instruct the Selectmen to appoint all other Town Officers as
required by law. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 4 To vote by ballot on the following question:
Amendment #1: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 to the
existing Town of Colebrook Zoning Ordinances, as proposed by the Planning
Board? (The Planrring board approves the passage of this amendment.)
1) Cluster Housing Ordinance to help the Planning Board facilitate slightiy greater
density for cluster housing development while keeping the nature and character
of our area. This ordinance will be inserted into the Town of Colebrook Zoning
Ordinances as Article V, with the remaining Articles renumbered accordingly.
Amendment #2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 to the
existing Town of Colebrook Zoning Ordinances, as proposed by the Planning
Board? (The Planning board approves the passage of this amendment.)
2) Amend Article III of the Zoning Ordinances to include definitions for buffer
zone, cluster housing, density, dwelling unit, non-motorized recreational use,
open space, open water and trail.
Article 5 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter into a long-term,
with no escape clause, lease/purchase agreement in the amount of $211,043.00
payable over a term of five years at a yearly rate of 4.25% for a total of $27,209.00
per year to lease/purchase a new Town Grader for the highway department and to
raise and appropriate the sum of $27,209.00, for the first year's payment for that
purpose. A trade in of the old grader will be for in the amount of $25,000.00 and we
will be withdrawing $50,000.00 from the Highway Equipment Reserve Fvind. (2/3-








To see if the voters of Colebrook are in favor of Continuing Negotiations with
Allen Bouthillier for the Purchase of the Old Elementary School Lot for the sum
of $200,000.00 he has requested. This is an informational article only and no money
will be raised or appropriated.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $160,000.00 for the
Purchase of seventy-nine (79) acres of Land from the Connecticut River Drivers
Trust/Richard Feltham, Trustee, for the location of future Town Water Wells. The
amount of $20,000.00 to be raised by taxation, $60,000.00 is to come from the Town
of Colebrook Water Department NHPDIP account and $80,000.00 from Fifteen-
Mile Mitigation Grant and to authorize the selectmen to withdraw the $60,000.00
from the NHPDIP account. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $324,534.00 for











Election, Registration and Vital Statistics $ 23,397.00
Financial Admin. /Tax Collection/Treasurer $ 75,446.00
Planning & Zoning $ 27,609.00
Legal and Data Processing $ 35,750.00
General Government Buildings $ 47,675.00
Interest on Long-Term Notes $ 4,250.00
Principal on Long-Term Notes $ 35,000.00
Economic Development $ 700.00
To see if the town will vote to create an expendable trust fund under the provisions
of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Colebrook Digital Parcel Mapping System,
for the purpose of producing an updated propert)' tax map and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 towards this purpose, further to name the
selectmen as agents to expend from this trust fund. (The Selectmen recommend
passage of this article.)
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the
purpose of conducting the Annual Assessing Update. (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $67,395.00 for the
operation and maintenance of the Colebrook Cemeteries, the sum of $57,395.00 to
be raised through taxation and $10,000.00 to be raised from burials, cemetery trust
funds and other Colebrook Cemetery revenues. (The Selectmen recommend






To see if the Town will vote to create an Expendable Cemetery Trust Fund under
the provisions of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Colebrook Cemetery Fence
Maintenance and Repair fiind, for the purpose of repairing and maintaining the
Colebrook Cemetery Fence and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
towards this purpose. Said funds to come from December 31, 2003 Cemetery-
unreserved fund balance. (Representing excess 2003 cemetery appropriations.)
Further to name the cemetery trustees as agents to expend from this trust fund.
(The selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for the
Colebrook village Cemetery Fence Expendable Trust Fund. (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $284,244.00 for the
Police Department. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the amount of $21,775.00 for
Public Safety purposes. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
1) Outside Fires $12,000.00
2) Permits, Training and Newspaper Notices | 775.00
3) Hydrant Services $ 3,600.00
4) Emergency Management $ 5,400.00
Article 16 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,000.00 to be
added to the existing Equipment Purchasing Capital Reserve Fund with the
sum of $25,000.00 to be used for the purchase of highway equipment and the sum
of $10,000.00 for the purchase of a new poKce cruiser. (The Selectmen recommend
passage of this article.)
Article 17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $546,451.00 for the
expense and maintenance of Highways and Streets for the ensuing year. (The







Article 18 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,615.00 for the
third year of a five-year lease agreement entered into in the year of 2000 for a
Backhoe for the Public Works Department. The sum of $3,205.00 wiU come from
the Highway Department to be raised through taxation. The sum of $3,205.00 will
come from the Colebrook Water Works Department and the remainder of
$3,205.00 will come from the Colebrook Sewer Department. (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.)
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Article 19 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $179,087.00 for the
maintenance and expenses of the Transfer Station for the ensuing year. (The
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 20 To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the
Landfill Closure Plan. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 21 To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $26,000.00 for
Monitoring WeUs at the landfill. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.)
Article 22 To see if the town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,931.00 for the
Recycling Program. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 23 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,750.00 for
General Assistance for the ensuing year. (The Selectmen recommend passage of
this article.)
Article 24 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $68,511.00 for the
Colebrook Recreation Department. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.)
Article 25 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 for
Parks and Patriotic Purposes. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.)
Article 26 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 for the
Main Street (Route) Reconstruction Expendable Trust Fund. (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.)
Article 27 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $297,742.00 for
the Colebrook Water Works and the Colebrook Sewer Facilities. (The
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
1) Water Department $121,434.00
2) Sewer Department $ 176,308.00
Article 28 To see is the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500,000.00 for
water works infrastructure, to Tie New Water Wells into present town water
system and said funds to be offset by federal government grant. (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.)
Article 29 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100,527.00
for the support of the Colebrook Public Libraty, $80,047.00 of which to be raised
through taxation and $20,480.00 of which to come from other sources such as
Library balance on hand January 1, 2004, book sales, donations, trust funds, non-
resident fees, other communities, over due fines, book resale's, copying fees etc.,
such funds to be expended under the direction of the Board of Library Trustees.
(The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
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Article 30 "Shall the town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A: 4-c providing that any town at
an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific
rescission of such authority, the Public Library Trustees to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from a
state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year?" (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 31 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $148,131.00 for the
Colebrook Dispatch Center, of which $ 94,925.05 wiU be raised through taxation
and the remainder to be offset by revenues raised from the participating towns.
(The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 32 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,150.00 for
purchase of Radio Recording System and to authorize the selectmen to withdraw
this amount from the Town of Colebrook Radio Dispatch Center Capital Reserve
Fund. (The selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 33 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $49,438.00 for the
following Agencies. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
1) North Country Council
2) Animal Control
3) Public Health Officer
4) Ambulance Fund
5) Main Street Village Program
6) UCVH Emergency Services








Article 34 To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $1,000.00 as a contribution for the
support and services of the Vershire Center. (By petition) (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this article.)
Article 35 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand
One Hundred Fifty Dollars ($2,150.00) for the support of the Tri-County
Community Action Program. (By petition) (The Selectmen recommend passage
of this article.)
Article 36 We, the undersigned, support the request being made by Tri-County CAP, Inc.
North Country Elderly Programs for the Colebrook town funding in the amount of
$3,000.00 to be raised and allocated to the North Country Senior Wheels
Program. (By petition) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
Article 37 We, the undersigned, support the request being made by Tri-County CAP, Inc.
North Country Elderly Programs for Colebrook Town funding in the amount of
$3,775.00 to be raised and allocated to the Senior Meals Programs. (By petition)
(The Selectmen recommend passage of this article.)
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Article 38 To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $2,400.00 as a contribution for the
support and services of the Upper Connecticut Valley Mental Health &
Developmental Services. (By petition) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this
article.)
Article 39 To see if the Town will vote to accept, ratify and confirm the reports of the
Agents, Selectmen, Auditors and all other Town Officers.
Article 40 To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this of February 2004.
COLEBROOK BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Sally S. WentzeU - Chairman, Board of Selectmen
Laurence M. Rappaport - Selectman
Greg Placy - Selectman
A True Copy Attest:
Sally S. Wentzell - Chairman, Board of Selectmen
Laurence M. Rappaport - Selectman
Greg Placy - Selectman
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Town of Colebrook
Budget for Year 2004
2003 2003 2003 2004
Budget Actual Remaining Requested
Board of Selectmen
Timber Tax Assessor % - $ 635.50 $ (635.50) 5 1,000.00
Salanes - Selectmen $ 9,000.00 $ 9,000.00 $
- $ 9,000.00
Retiree Health/Dental $ - $ (0.41) $ (0.41) $
Social Security $ 560.00 % 589.93 % (29.93) $ 620.00
Medicare $ 135.00 $ 137.97 f (2.97) $ 145.00
Training and Seminars $ 300.00 $ 518.60 $ (218.60) % 600.00
Work Compensation $ 687.00 $ 687.00 I - $ 690.00
Assessing SuppUes $ 100.00 ? 4.00 $ 96.00 $ 250.00
Tax Map Updates $ 16,300.00 f 1,755.44 $ 14,544.56 % 20,000.00
Newspaper Notices $ 350.00 f 158.00 $ 192.00 $ 350.00
Dues and Subscriptions $ 1,350.00 $ (80.00) $ 1,430.00 $ 1,450.00
Office SuppUes $ 400.00 $ 416.62 $ (16.62) $ 425.00
Postage $ 550.00 $ 1,306.68 $ (756.68) $ 1,400.00
Miscellaneous $ 500.00 $ 132.49 $ 367.51 $ 500.00
Mileage $ 50.00 $ - S 50.00 $ 50.00
Memorials $ 200.00 I 125.00 f 75.00 $ 200.00
Total** $ 30,482.00 $ 15,386.82 $ 15,094.36 $ 36,680.00
Town Administration
Salary - Town Admin. $ 28,876.00 $ 30,347.12 $ (1,471.12) | 27,762.00
Clerical Wages J 7,488.00 $ 11,270.63 $ (3,782.63) $ 11,375.00
Health/Dental $ 17,152.00 $ 7,282.06 f 9,869.94 $ 8,005.00
Social Security $ 2,255.00 | 2,503.05 $ (248,05) % 2,427.00
Medicare ? 528.00 I 585.46 $ (57.46) f 568.00
Retirement $ 1,826.00 $ 2,512.67 $ (686.67) $ 2,310.00
Training and Seminars I 500.00 $ 459.52 $ 40.48 $ 600.00
Worker's Compensation $ 115.00 f 115.00 $ - I 130.00
Telephone % 1,400.00 $ 980.05 $ 419.95 $ 1,200.00
Copier Rental & Mamt. $ 1,500.00 $ 910.00 % 590.00 % 1,500.00
Equipment Repairs % 300.00 $ - $ 300.00 $ 300.00
Newspaper Notices $ 150.00 $ 115.00 $ 35.00 $ 150.00
Dues & Subscriptions $ 300.00 $ 150.00 $ 150.00 $ 300.00
Office SuppUes J 300.00 $ 557.83 $ (257.83) $ 600.00
Postage $ 150.00 $ 353.86 $ (203.86) $ 500.00
Books & Periodicals $ 100.00 $ - $ 100.00 $ 100.00
Office Equipment $ 200.00 $ 148.98 $ 51.02 I 200.00
Total** $ 63,140.00 $ 58,291.23 $ 4,848.77 $ 58,027.00
Town Meeting
Wages - Ballot Clerks $ 170.00 $ 148.50 $ 21.50 f 670.00
Wages - Counters I 170.00 $ 33.76 % 136.24 $ 670.00
Wages - PoUce Specials f 350.00 f - $ 350.00 $ 1,400.00
Salary - Moderators f 100.00 $ 84.38 % 15.62 $ 390.00
Social Security $ 28.00 $ 16.53 $ 11.47 $ 195.00
Medicare $ 12.00 $ 3.86 $ 8.14 $ 46.00
Worker's Compensation $ 20.00 $ 20.00 % - $ 20.00
Town Report Printing % 2,350.00 $ 2,211.00 $ 139.00 $ 2,350.00
BaUots $ 10.00 I - $ 10.00 $ 10.00
Signs I - % - $ - $ 50.00
BaUotBoodis $ - $ - $ - $ 1,000.00
Meals & Services $ 60.00 $ 23.29 $ 36.71 $ 230.00
**rotal^^ $ 3,270.00 $ 2,541.32 $ 728.68 $ 7,031.00
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Budget for Year 2004
2003 2003 2003 2004
Budget Actual Remaining Requested
Salaries $ 500.00 $ 208.23 $ 291.75 % 2,275.00
Social Security $ - $ 12.75 $ (12.75) $ 142.00
Medicare $ - $ 2,98 $ (2.98) $ 33.00
Training & Seminars $ - $ - $ - $ 500.00
PubUc Notices $ 100.00 $ 44.00 $ 56.00 $ 100.00
Grant Matching Funds $ - $ - $ - $ 2,000.00
Office SuppHes % 100.00 $ 18.01 % 81.99 $ 100.00
Postage $ - $ - $ - $ 50.00
Mileage $ - % 45.00 $ (45.00) $ 100.00
Meals S - $ 47.36 $ (47.36) $ 100.00
Total** $ 700.00 $ 378.35 $ 321.65 $ 5,400.00
Salanes $ 16,872.00 $ 19,801.36 $ (2,929.36) $ 21,309.00
Wages $ 66,896.00 J 67,067.60 $ (171.60) $ 66,588.00
Overtime $ 1,620.00 $ 1,978.53 $ (358.53) $ 2,000.00
Wages - Street Sweepers $ 4,900.00 % 867.51 $ 4,032.49 $ 1,000.00
Road Side Mowing $ 3,750.00 $ 3,725.00 $ 25.00 % 3,750.00
Mechanical Street Sweeping $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 J - $ 4,000.00
Healdi/Dental $ 34,869.00 $ 35,211.26 $ (342.26) % 35,457.00
Social Security $ 5,474.00 $ 5,291.49 $ 182.51 $ 5,574.00
Medicare $ 1,281.00 $ 1,237.40 $ 43.60 $ 1,304.00
Retirement f 4,433.00 $ 9.005.58 $ (4,572.58) % 5,304.00
Training & Seminars $ 75.00 $ ^ $ 75.00 $ 550.00
Worker's Compensation $ 9,910.00 $ 9,910.00 $ - $ 9,910.00
Railroad Lease % 25.00 $ - $ 25.00 S 25.00
Construction $ 750.00 $ - S 750.00 ?
State Inspections $ 410.00 $ 639.50 $ (229.50) $ 650.00
Telephone $ 1,000.00 $ 795.00 % 205.00 $ 1,000.00
Electncity S 2,800.00 $ 3,088.90 $ (288.90) $ 3,100.00
Heating Fuel & Oil $ 3,500.00 $ 2,450.67 $ 1,049.33 $ 3,000.00
Water $ 80.00 $ 80.00 $ - | 80.00
Sewer $ 132.00 $ 132.00 $ - J 132.00
Radio Purchase & Repairs % 470.00 $ 236.41 $ 233.59 $ 3,000.00
Maintenance & Repairs $ 8,000.00 $ 7,457.98 J 542.02 $ 15,500.00
Storm Drains $ 500.00 $ 9.52 $ 490.48 $ 500.00
Bridge Maintenance $ 150.00 $ - $ 150.00 $ 150.00
Culverts $ 2,000.00 $ 25.00 $ 1,975.00 $ 2,000.00
Backhoe Lease % 4,479.67 $ 6,807.56 $ (2,327.89) $ 3,206.00
Rented Equipment | - $ - $ - $ 3,595.00
Insurance $ 2,989.00 $ 2,988.38 $ 0.62 $ 3,000.00
Road Surveying $ - $ - $ - $ 2,000.00
Newspaper Notices % 225.00 $ 314.50 $ (89.50) $ 200.00
Dues & Subscriptions $ 20.00 $ 44.99 $ (24.99) $ 25.00
Tools & Equipment $ 2,255.00 $ 1,684.20 $ 570.80 $ 1,700.00
Oxygen $ 450.00 $ 662.93 $ (212.93) $ 680.00
Signs, Posts & Brackets f 2,835.00 % 4,174.84 $ (1,339.84) $ 1,000.00
Office Supplies % 675.00 $ 128.71 $ 546.29 $ 250.00
Postage $ 25.00 $ 32.10 $ (7.10) $ 35.00
Chlonde $ 6,075.00 J 6,825.60 $ (750.60) $ 10,000.00
Cold-Hot Patch J 600.00 % 863.02 $ (263.02) $ 880.00
Sand, Gravel, Stone, Loam J 70,000.00 $ 21,645.19 $ 48,354.81 % 50,000.00
Gasoline I 1,000.00 $ 597.87 $ 402.13 $ 600.00
Sidewalk Repairs % 16,000.00 J 27.50 $ 15,972.50 $ 2,000.00
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Parks & Recreation Continued
Equipment Purchase
Police Cruiser














Salary F/T- Recreation Dir.
Town of Colebrook
Budget for Year 2004
Water Department
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Ben Young Hill Tower
Spots Terminal


















Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31st, 2004
ComparatiTe Statement
Appropriations And Expenditures





Yearly Tax Rate Piistory
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
Town $ 5.34 $ 5.28 | 8,15 $ 9.67 $ 9.54 $ 9.54
County $ 3.66 $ 3.41 $ 3.77 $ 3.67 $ 3.91 $ 4.51
School $ 21.94 $ 6.61 $ 6.62 | 9.00 $ 17.84 $ 14.07
State $ - $ 6.33 $ 6.23 $ 6.60 $ 5.71 $ 4.36















1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
Tax Year
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Yearly Principal Payment Amount $ 35,000.00




Colebrook has within its boundaries four cemeteries of which the trustees are responsible for three. The fourth
is the private Roman Catholic cemetery on South Main Street just north of the Shrine.
The Cemetery Trustees have the responsibility of being the general overseers of the care and maintenance of
the three cemeteries. However, in as much as the bulk of the money raised for the maintenance comes from perpetual
trusts, the trustees of the Trust Funds of Colebrook are charged by State law with the task of insuring that the trust
money is used as the original donors expected it to be.
Village Cemetety:
The Village Cemetery is located on U.S. Route 3 at the northern edge of the village. The bulk of the old
cemeteries trust funds are dedicated to this cemetery.
Reed Cemetery:
The Reed Cemetery is located in East Colebrook at the junction of the Forbes and Reed Roads. With one
exception the rules that apply to the burials in the Village Cemetery apply to those of the Reed Cemetery. The exception
is that, due to the limited space available for future burials, only those persons with either a strong family connection to
the cemetery or own their lots may be buried in that cemetery.
Titus Hill Cemetery:
This cemetery is located on Titus Hill Road, east of the village. Since there are no maps associated with this
cemetery and no records exist of where the old graves are located, this cemetery, for all practical purposes, is closed to
future burials.
St. Brendan's Cemetery:
This is a private cemetery under the control of St. Brendan's Catholic Church in Colebrook; with the exception
that the town annually provides a sum of money to assist in its maintenance. We exercise no jurisdiction over its
operation. All trust funds that were previously held by the Trustees pertaining to persons buried in this cemetery were
turned over (with State approval) to the St. Brendan Trustees in the early 1980's.
Cemetety Trust Funds:
There are tive different types of trust funds relating to the village cemeteries: perpetual care, cleaning of
tombstones, flowers, trees and shrubs, and general maintenance.
NOTE:
It should be stressed here that the Colebrook Trustees of the Trust Funds are not bound to accept bequeaths
from wills or otherwise perform tasks which they feel are not in the best interest of the Town. (e.g. further flower
funds.) The Trustees may reject such bequeaths. Consequendy, should lawyers or persons drawing up wills call for
advice, it is strongly urged that the Trustees advise the person plainly that any bequests against Trustees policy will not
be accepted.
Perpetual Care:
This is by far the largest number of trust funds held by the Trustees of the Trust Funds. They can be divided
into three types:
a. RESTRICTED: the oldest and largest number of trust funds. These are set up so that the interest is used
only for the maintenance of a specified lot.
b. NON-RESTRICTED: in the early 1980's the wording of the perpetual care trust funds was changed to
allow the excess interest accumulated from each new trust to be used for the care of the cemetery as a
whole.
c. GENERAL TRUSTS: starting in 1986, by a vote of the townspeople at the Annual Town Meeting, it was
decided to do away with specific trusts. Perpetual care funds are now transferred to a general cemetery
trust fund, and except for the year that the money was received, the identity of the trust is no longer kept
separate. We do, however, keep a name card on file of these trusts for reference purposes.
Oeaning of Stones:
There are three trusts that contain within their instructions wording that call for occasional cleaning of the
tombstones. These instructions are to be honored as long as adequate funds are available over and above the general
care and maintenance of the lots. No further trusts of this nature will be accepted, as the Cemetery Trustees have
initiated a cleaning and reclamation program for the complete cemetery.
Flower Funds:
Originally there were twenty- four (24) lots for which flower funds had been established. These called for
flowers to be placed on the lots each Memorial Day. These requests have been honored as long as funds were available
to maintain the lots and purchase the flowers. Only nine (9) remain with sufficient funds. Annually (just before
Memorial Day) the Trustees of the Trust Funds will contact one of the local flower shops and contract the placement of
the flowers on the respective lots. No further trusts of this nature will be accepted.
(All lot locations are based on Nancy Dodge's register of cemetery plots and are all located in the Village Cemetery)
Trees and Shrubs:
This fund was established by Elizabeth and Nellie Young to beautify the Village Cemetery. It can be used for
the purchase of trees and shrubs, perennials, etc little or nothing of the account had been used over the years, and as a
result it has grown to considerable size. Presendy, approximately |500 is withdrawn each year to trim the hedges and
shrubs.
General Maintenance:
Frank Leonard left money for the general care and maintenance of the Village Cemetery. The interest of this
fund has been used primarily to paint the wrought iron fence.
Tibbett's Family Trust:
These funds are to be used to create and maintain the Tibbett's Memorial Park, and such other programs that
will add to the beauty of the cemetery. The expenditure of these funds is to be determined annually by the Trustees of
the Trust Funds in conjunction with the Cemetery Trustees.
New Cemetery Trusts:
The purchase price of a new lot includes both the costs of the lot and the perpetual care. It is paid to the
Treasurer of the Cemetery Trustees, who then turns it over to the Trustees of the Trust Funds.
Colebrook Cemetery Trustees Report
This year we were able to install the first section of our new fence. Individuals were requested to make donations in
memory of loved ones and the response was most gratifying. Edith (better known as Sis Wallace) and Joseph Dugas
helped us gready by offering to match all funds taken in towards this project. They suggested an Expendable Trust
Fund be estabKshed for the future repairs and maintenance of the fence. An article will be placed on the Town Meeting
Warrant to make it possible for their wishes to be fulfilled.
To those that have made donations to the Cemetery Fence Fund, we want to express our sincere and heartfelt gratitude.
Those that have donated to date are:
Claire F. MorreO
Richard & Olive Hicks
Harland Jackson
Denis & Lana Dumont
Jean K. Haynes
Carol Dike
Frederick & Betty King
Vernon Hartien Family
Richard & Joni Hicks
Howard & CoUeen Carney
Allen & Joan Coats
Michael & Elaine Pare
Elizabeth Bascom
Ronald & Rhonda Lyons
Bemie & Lillian Hicks
Roland B. Martin






Robert & Elinor Gooch
Memorial donation for Arthur F. Sweatt
Pauline Lemieux







Kenneth & Kirk Hann
Harry V. & Marie K. Hewey
Families of Thomas
J. Riley and John U. Shatney
Sheldon, Clyde, and Michael Gray
Darcey Gray Smith & Christian Gray
Joan & Donald Dickson
Janice & Perley Davis •
,
Richard Hughes
Bill & Nancy Field
Howard N. Keach
RusseU F. & Shelia A. Oakes
Mary Ellen Oakes
Eda Kelsea
Norman & Alicia Boire
Bruce & Stephanie Lyons
David Nelson
Gladys McEwan
Colebrook Cemetery Trustees Report Continued:
The Board of Trustees wishes to express their appreciation to Sexton Roland B. Martin, Leonard Caires, and Jack
Johnson tor their care and maintenance of the cemetery. Their projects of cleaning, washing, lifting, and leveling head
and footstones, as well as filling in and reseeding sunken graves, has added so much to the appearance of the cemetery
grounds.
Flowers were once again planted in the area of the old tomb by Elinor Gooch, Barbara Shomburg, Ruth Lewis, and Jean
Haynes. They were watered and cared for all summer and to aU involved we express our appreciation for a job weU
done.
The following cemetery lots were purchased in the following sections:
Colebrook Village Cemetery-
Paul Ames (two lots)
Robert E. & Cheryl A. Eastman
Mark Patton
Roland & Leona LaPerle
Nancy Gaudette (two lots)
Ralph & Eileen Fogg
Christopher J. Clark (two lots)
Abner & Laura Bean Section-
Katherine Campbell
Nathan Hodge
We had a total of twenty-six committals this year, fourteen full burials, and twelve cremations. We had five
entombments from other towns for which we were reimbursed.
Planters of flowers and Christmas wreaths were placed at the main gate by Elinor Gooch and Virginia Stickney. Their
efforts are greatly appreciated by the trustees.
The Trustees are committed to future improvements on the following projects:
1. Replacement of the second half ot the fence along Route 3 to the property line.
2. Paving the remaining entranceways up to the fence line.
3. Rebuilding the existing road system.
4. To do work in the disposal area where excess dirt, limbs, etc., are placed.
5. Reclamation of headstones in several areas.
6. Fill in back area next to Bruce Haynes land and reseed for future burials.
Respectfully submitted,
Sally S. Wentzell, Trustee
Bookkeeper/Secretary for the Cemetery Trustees
Cemetery Trustee Funds




2003 Ending Balance $14,128.13
Bank Accounts for The Town of Colebrook
December 31, 2003
Town Funds







2003 Beginning Balance $












General Fund Accoimt (Citizens)
2003 Beginning Balance $
Interest Earned $









Sanitary Landfill Closure Fund
2003 Beginning Balance $
Deposits made CD's opened %
Interest Earned $
2003 Ending Balance $
Equipment Cruiser Fund
2003 Beginning Balance $
Interest Earned $
Deposits made CD opened $
Withdrawals to close account $
2003 Ending Balance $

































2003 Beginning Balance $
Interest Earned $
Withdrawals $
















2003 Beginning Balance ***





*** Includes above accounts plus






















NYSC Youth Enrichment Program
2003 Beginning Balance $
Deposits made $
Withdrawals $








2003 Beginning Balance $ 12,606.52
Donations Made $ 27,784.53
Interest Earned $ 42.59
Withdrawals Made $ 16,737.56
2003 Ending Balance $ 23,696.08
(0.00)
New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool (NHPDIP)
Water & Sewer Truck Fund
Fire Precinct Report
Annual Report of the Colebrook Village Fire Precinct












Term Expires March 2004
Term Expires March 2005
Term Expires March 2006










































1200 Ft ofl 3/4" Hose
3100 Ft. of 4" Hose & Fittings
3600Ft. of 1 1/2" Hose
6000Ft. of2 1/2"Hose





Fire Tech & Safety





P.A. Hicks & Sons
Rick Parker - Tools
State ofNH Treasurer - Forestry
Total
Equipment And Supplies
_ PayroU Of Firemen & Precinct Officers
(amount raised $16,000.00)
Colebrook Fire Dept. Outside Fires $ 5,246.28
Colebrook Fire Dept. Precinct Fires $ 10,443.75
Colebrook Fire Dept. Precinct Officers f 6,525.00
Ron Hughes - Precinct Moderator $ 25.00
Town of Colebrook S.S. & H.I. $ 3,398,90
Total $ 25,638.93
Miscellaneous Expenses
First Colebrook Bank - Payment on Addition $ 10,921.37
First Colebrook Bank - Payment on Quint 6 % 17,733.79
Total $ 28,655.16
Capital Reserve Fund
Article IS Of The March 25, 1986 Precinct Meeting
It was voted to authorize the Wardens to close the present truck fimd savings account established
pursuant to ARTICLE 14 of the Warrant for the annual fire precinct meeting of March 29, 1932 by
authorizing the Wardens to close out said account and establish a trust fimd there from; this trust shall
be an expendable trust established to New Hampshire revised statutes annotated 31;19a, and the





















































Fire Department $ 687.25
Library Staff | 7,653.07
Fire Department | 666.88
Town Clerk & Planning Board $ 11,457.02
Water & Sewer $ 30,092.02
Public Works Department $ 25,655.64
Treasurer $ 1,115.00
Fire Department $ 935.88
Fire Department | 1,662.50
Library Staff % 1,657.07
Library Staff $ 155.63
Cemetery $ 6,196.00
Town Manager ' | 38,402.26
Police Officer $ 41,975.55
Sergeant's Wages $ 39,214.65
Traffic Director | 681.43
Fire Department $ 1,404.00
Librarian $ 18,063.50
Fire Department $ 265.00
Library Staff $ 597.00
Fire Department $ 494.38
Fire Department $ 253.75
Library Staff $ 10,306.45
Dispatcher $ 15,594.24
Fire Department $ 196.25
Dispatcher $ 21,121.10
Fire Department $ 431.50
Fire Department $ 3,447.50
Fire Department $ 745.25
Public Works Department f 24,107.42
Custodial $ 150.00
Chief of Police $ 42,709.02
Fire Department | 574.00
Transfer Station $ 22,610.78
Counter & Ballot Clerk $ 69.19
Supervisor Checklist | ~ 68.59
Public Works Department % 33,245.64
Fire Department % 354.00
Trustee of Trust Funds $ 515.00
Counter & BaOot Clerk % 15.19
Public Works Department | 32,538.38
Counter & Ballot Clerk | 69.19
Dispatcher $ 8,166.20
Fire Department $ 544.00
Fire Department $ 620.50
Crosswalk Guard $ 4,501 .89
Custodial $ • 6,817.60
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Holmes Jr., Robert B.
Uncollected Balance Report
As of December 31, 2003
Names Year Issue AnK>unt Names Year Issue Amount
Adair, Clapton E.
Names
Names Year Issue Amount Names Year Issue Amount
Johnson, Robert O.
Names
Names Year Issue Amount Names
Tnimpold, Alfred 1. 2(KI3 2 $
Von Oppersdorff, Uwe M. 2003 1 $
Von Oppersdorff, Uwe M. 2003 2 $
Washburn, Corey L, 2003 2 $
Washburn, Craig 2003 2 S
Washburn, Kerry L. 2001 Tax Lien $
Washburn, Kerry L 2003 1 $
Washburn, Kerry L. 2002 Tax Lien S
Washburn, Kerry L. 2003 2 $
Watson, Graham B. 2003 2 $
Wethcrby, Chastity 2003 1 $
Wetherby, Chastity 2003
Whitaker, William H. 2001
Whitaker, William H. 2003
Whitaker, William H. 2002
Whitaker, William H. 2003
White, Scott 2003 2 $
Wnght, James 2003 1 S
Wnght, James 2002 Tax Lien %
Wright, James 2003 2 $
Zai2tz, Ronald E. 2003 1 $





































Registered in the Town of Colebrook for the Year Ending December 31, 2003
Date of Marriage
BIRTHS
Registered in the Town of Colebrook for the Year Ending December 31, 2003






























Lancaster Alex Mitchell DeBlois
Colebrook David Bruce Carleton
Colebrook Lily Agnes McMurtr Johnston
Lancaster Libby Katherine Placey
Litdeton Marik Cree Boire
Lancaster Ashlee Ann Fysh
Colebrook Sage Celine Smith
Lancaster Caden Dana Parker
Littleton Jordan Serena Brooks
Litdeton Alexander CarroU Moore
Litdeton Dezra Leah PouHn
Lancaster Madison Elizabeth Beaton
Colebrook Madeline Marie Jo Jacoby
Litdeton Chase Richard Hurlbert
Lebanon Olivia Marie-Isabel Barba
Lancaster Adam Christopher Kenney








































It was 1994 when Colebrook was first informed that we would be going to the 91 1 system. Now, ten
years later it appears that this will happen within the next few months.
The project has been much longer then anyone thought it would be when it began. Step one was to
locate streets and roads to give them names. Next the state 911 GSI mapping equipment vehicles
came in to gather the necessary information. Once maps were made, others from state 911 located
buildings and fire hydrants. Each building with electrical power or telephone service was assigned
numbers.
Sally Wentzell was our designated person to work on this project. When all the above was taking
place, she was there with them to make sure every road and building was taken into account. Once
the maps and address numbers were assigned, she had to ride each road again and verify all the
information. This was no easy task, but Jean Haynes volunteered to assist her, which was a great
help. Everyone wishes to express our grateful appreciation to Jean for her help.
Shordy, the information will be received by the United States Postal Service and Verizon. Once this
is accomplished all parties involved will set a date for the change over.
Before the change over can occur, each property owner wiU have to be notified by the Town Office
of their official 911 number. This notice wiU contain information to assist everyone with the steps
necessary for a smooth transition.
In addition, a public meeting by the State 911 people wiU be held. At that time they will answer any
questions the public may have about how 911 numbers were assigned. We hope to have the date set
for this pubUc hearing to include in the notices; but the newspaper will carry a notice.
We want to thank everyone who has assisted us in any way during this project. Once you attend the
hearing, you will under stand how important this system wiU be for everyone. Some roads and street
signs are in place with the remaining ones to be installed ASAP. Already some signs have been
removed by unknown persons. We sincerely hope people will think of the importance of theses
signs and leave them in place. It could mean someone's Life and that person could be a loved one.
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Re<yi/ce then Rec/c/e
PLEASE RECYCLE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
MATERIAL


